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www.viz-art.eu

Lift

F-lift 46®

TV on every demand – F-lift
If you appreciate original arrangements, unique solutions 
and free space, picture the piece of furniture you want 
the TV set to slide out of. The F-lift will slide out a TV set 
of it for you to watch a movie. All with one press of the 
remote, a prestigious F-lift for your comfort.

F-lift 46 is an exceptional solution for bedrooms 
and home interiors. It is ideal for those who appreciate 
comfort and aesthetic looks.



F-lifts 46 open a whole world of 
opportunities for TV sets in interiors. 
Now your imagination is the limit for 
what you want the TV lift to do. A F-lift 
slides out and folds back a flat TV set, 
plasma, or LCD monitor in reaction to a 
signal from the remote. 

Applications
exclusive interiors with any decoration• 
home cinema rooms• 
luxury yachts• 
manors, palaces, and castles• 
indispensable if using the EIB system• 

Usage
The F-lift 46 slides a TV set out of 
the furniture for the duration of the 
projection. It is an exceptional way 
of emphasizing the uniqueness of the 
solutions selected and the comfort and 

luxury of the interior. 

Installation
Select a piece of furniture, and F-lift 
will allow your TV to be mounted in 
an original way while preserving the 
furniture’s functionality. F-lift is a 
solution for any model and make of 
plasma and LCD TV sets.

Lift
F-lift 46®

Name F-lift 46

Size W - 660 mm
D - 106 mm 
H - 695 mm

Screen od 26’’ do 46”

Load capacity < 60 kg

Weight 24 kg

Engine Silent

Power supply 230 V / 50 Hz

Power 40 W

Silent operation 30 dB

Set lift• 
switch • 
owner’s manual• 
assembly kit• 

Warranty 2 years

Made by VIZ-ART Poland
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We design and manufacture electric 
projector screens, frame screens, lifts 
for plasma TV sets and ceiling lifts 
for projectors. A feature of VIZ-ART is 
the original design and functionality 
of its screens and lifts, which makes 
us a leading supplier of equipment for 
prestige locations. In designing lifts and 
projection screens we pay attention to 
the comfort of the users and exceptional 
functionality. Success and satisfaction 
in installing audio and video equipment 
are a result of caring for the minutest 
details. And that is why details are so 
important for VIZ-ART. Our products 
are used by the most demanding audio 
and video retail stores. In designing 
projection screens and lifts we leave no 
room for compromise – it’s the details 
that count.


